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Part I 

Getting on message… and staying there 

 

“On message.” “Off message.” The terms may seem like clichés, if thanks only to 

their ubiquity. The latter has even become the name of the political blog of a 

fiercely independent New England newspaper that prides itself on complete 

frankness, the implication being that when a politician or her staffers are “off 

message” they are being their most honest. This may be true in certain 

scenarios, but these aren’t the definitions we’ll use here.  

For the purposes of this eBook, “on message” should be read as meaning ‘in 

keeping with the spirit and policy objectives of the campaign’ and “off 

message” should be read as meaning ‘imprecise, uncertain, or insecure’. Only 

those with ulterior motives would be at their best when “off message”. If a 

campaign is honest about its aspirations and goals, there’s no reason that it 

can’t be sincere and on message all at the same time. Anytime you see the 

term on message pop up in this eBook – and I promise that won't be too often – 

you can trust it will be intended in this way. 

To get on message, you will first need to develop your message. It's in 

amorphous concept, but your message is what you stand for both in your own 

mind and in the imagination of voters. It's not merely your policy positions 

however, nor is it just your personality. It's the distillation of your policies, who you 

are as a person, and what you are fighting for, packaged in wording and in 

tone that effectively portrays you and your campaign as you want to be 
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perceived by your voters. It’s not about putting up an artful facade. Especially 

at a time when so much about all of us is already easily available online, and 

when resentment toward establishment politics is at an all-time high, sincerity – 

true sincerity – is at a premium. Your goal in developing your message therefore 

must be to portray your authentic self and what you propose to do for your 

would-be constituents and do so on your terms. Let no one else define you –  

especially not your opponent.  

In this eBook, we’ll work on several different exercises to develop your overall 

message, including your slogan, your platform, your branding, and your tone as 

a candidate. The following sections are worth reading and marking up as you 

go along. They’re arranged in one order, but depending upon your way of 

working and thinking, you may develop your message by working in a different 

order other than the one set forth below. Feel free to jump back and forth 

between sections and refer back as you work through your own process. There’s 

no need to proceed sequentially. The importance is contained in the content of 

the sections, not in their somewhat arbitrary sequencing.  
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Part II 

Shaping Your Story 

 

Some people run for office because of an issue that bothers them. Others run 

because they’re already leaders in their community and are ready to serve in 

an official capacity. Other still make the choice to run for office because of a 

story in their family or their personal lives, something that happens to them or to 

those close to them, something they wish to make better or prevent in the future 

for other people in their community by running for office.  

No one of these reasons is the one and only right reason. However, human 

beings are compelled by storytelling. We have entire storytelling industries from 

book publishing to Hollywood to TV and now streaming services, so while the 

candidate focused on an issue that bothers them and the candidate who is 

ready to lead their community have totally valid and noble reasons for running, 

they are at somewhat of a disadvantage next to the candidate who has a 

compelling story that will stick in the mind of voters . 

No matter your reason for running, it’s important that you tell your story and do it 

in a compelling and motivating manner. The reality is, very few voters care to 

hear about a detailed, policy-oriented platform. To be sure, the most involved 

voters certainly will, and you should have your positions clearly thought out and 

your platform ready, but for the overwhelming majority of voters, especially 

those who will be seeing you through direct mail, local media, and social media 

rather than in person, your story will be what will stick with them, not your opinion 
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on whether to transition local school buses from straight diesel to hybrid or 

straight to full electric. This doesn’t mean your story should have nothing to do 

with policy or why you’re running for office. Far from it! In fact, the ideal story will 

be one that is memorable, that is relatable, and that connects naturally to your 

reason for running for office and the positions you hold as a candidate. 

Your story can be about yourself, your family, growing up, or prior acts of service. 

Bear in mind however that we are talking about a story (singular) not stories 

(plural). If during a forum or interview you’re asked a question and your 

experience with that topic gives you an additional story that will help, then by all 

means, feel free to use it. For the purposes of this section however, when we talk 

about a story, we’re talking about the story you’ll be using to introduce yourself 

to your voters and the one that you will retell frequently to reinforce this 

perception of you in the public’s mind.  

Hopefully, you already have a story in mind, the story of why you are running or 

the story that led you to the point where you are now. I say hopefully because, 

unlike other aspects of your communication strategy, your story is perhaps the 

most difficult to develop. Of course, no two stories will be exactly the same, but 

if you’re struggling with how to develop yours, what follows are a few pointers. 

Your story should start at the beginning. The campaign story of a candidate is 

not the place for more complex or artistic forms of storytelling; now is not the 

time to proceed cinematically or thematically, nor is it the time to state your 

current policy position and work backwards to explain how you got there. 

Straight, linear chronological storytelling is what your campaign calls for.  

Use emotion. For all of our discussion about facts and law and policy in public 

affairs, humans are still emotional beings. You will have ample time to discuss 

policy during forums, debates, in social media posts and op-d pieces. If your 
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story is about how your child was not able to access the services they needed 

to succeed in school, don’t start at your conclusion: your proposed policy 

solution. Instead, start with the factual background of what happened and 

before concluding with your policy solution, talk about how it made you and 

your child feel. Talk about things that would engage the hearts and minds of the 

other parents and children in the room. 

If written correctly, your story should bring your audience along with you through 

challenges that strengthened your character, hardened your resolve, and 

taught you the lessons you needed to get where you are today. It shows 

passion, displays your compassion, and through it all, its tone is positive.  

In your conclusion, show why any of this compelling, somewhat emotive 

narrative is relevant to the concerns of your voters and the challenges your 

future office must confront on day one. End with a brief word on how your 

personal story and experience make you uniquely qualified for the office. State 

plainly why, thanks to what you’ve accomplished, you’re able to hear the 

needs of your constituents, translate them into meaningful action, and fulfill the 

promises you’re making to them as a candidate.  
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Part III 

Developing Your Slogan 

 

It may sound cheesy, but you need a slogan, and a good one. It’s not because 

your solutions for your city’s traffic jams or your detailed plan to reduce the 

national debt can or should be distilled into a tagline, but because you need to 

frame yourself and your campaign in the minds of your voters. Having a good 

slogan can solidify what you stand for. A bad one can let your opponent define 

you on their own terms. 

Making a successful slogan is simple, but that doesn’t mean it’s easy. The key is 

to distill your campaign’s overall great aspiration – you or your candidate’s 

reason for running – into no more than one sentence. For your slogan to work for 

you and your team, it should encapsulate your message for the voters and serve 

as your mission statement as you develop the rest of your platform.  

To get started, follow some of the following steps: 

• Keep it relevant: what do your voters care about? 

• Keep it local: don’t try to win a race in your hometown on a 

national issue. 

• If possible, take a stand: center your slogan on your district, state, or 

city’s most pressing issue. 
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Feel free to use references to:  

• The future, 

• Children and families, 

• The needs of retirees 

• A better local economy. 

• For example, “Building community and strengthening families.” 

Avoid words and references that stoke resentment, anger, or fear, such as 

• “Us versus them” language, 

• Defeatist rhetoric, 

• Fearing the worst. 

• For example, “Vote for us. Our planet can’t take more of them.”  

Style never hurts. For better or worse, this is marketing – at least in part. 

There’s a reason you remember a decades-old, three-note jingle for a 

boring deodorant in a green canister but can’t recall the finer points of 

President Obama’s lecture on bailing out the US auto industry. A succinct 

message, wrapped in a catchy sound, can stick in people’s minds. 

• A little alliteration: “Belanger for a better Biloxi” will always standout 

compared to “Belanger for improved schools in southern coastal 

Mississippi.” 

• A rhyme never hurts. “Wright fights for US!”  is solid, but don’t overdo 

it. No one is going to think “Lee for you and me so we can stop 

Durfee” is cool. At all. 

• Keep it simple and memorable rather than specific and detailed. 

“Bob for jobs!” is far more memorable for voters than “Robert for a 

revitalized downtown.” 
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• But don’t be too general in a state or local race where a particular 

issue or set of issues is at the forefront of voters’ minds. If Katherine 

Kuhl is running to stop gun violence in local schools a year after a 

horrific attack, then “Safe Schools are Kuhl” is infinitely better than 

“Kate for State!” 

• Classic is classy, but don’t go old timey. “Bennett for Senate” is 

classic, short, and (luckily!) includes a rhyme. “VOTE BENNETT” isn’t 

classic – it’s just old and boring. Avoid imperatives like “vote” and 

instead show voters what your or your team stand for. Always 

include the last name as it will appear on the ballot and have a 

catchy phrase that will encapsulate the campaign’s central 

message or the candidate’s reason for running. 
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Part IV 

Building Your Platform 

 

Everyone’s heard of a platform. It’s what parties put out and what candidates 

supposedly run on, their chosen list of priority issues and their proposed solutions 

to address them. One thing it is not is a laundry list of everything that could (and 

should) be done by the holder of the office being sought. It’s also not a 35-point 

plan for remedying the city’s inaccurate and frequently contested water bills.  

Unless you’re running for President of the United States, your platform is certainly 

not an aspirational and overarching vision for the future of American public 

education, rural development, climate change mitigation, and a just, 

sustainable economy. There is nothing wrong with any of these planks, but unless 

they are tailored to the municipality, district, or state whose voters will be 

selecting you or someone else for the office you’re seeking, they’re abstract 

aspirations, not tangible campaign priorities.  

It’s true that with the rise of the 24-hour news cycle, social media, and the tragic 

decline of local newspapers, the most frequently discussed news stories are 

national ones. If running for a state-level office, this could be relevant, as many 

voters may be concerned about what you, as a state official, can do to protect 

them from the fallout from the latest Twitter rant.  

At the local level however, no one should expect a schoolboard member or 

county executive to take on the excesses of a criminal presidential 

administration – at least not reasonably. In more financially secure areas, where 
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the schools are great, the streets are clean, the community is engaged and 

children spend their time at gleaming rec centers and fully stocked libraries, 

voters may have more time and attention to dedicate to statewide and 

national issues. In areas where the tax base has been gutted, schools are 

crumbling, violence is a fact of life and parents are worried about the very 

safety of their children, it may be the case that voters simply don’t have the 

bandwidth for every state or national issue. 

If the community where you are running is struggling, keep your platform local. If 

it is doing well and voters are more attuned to national issues, congratulations! 

Take your bigger issues, tie them into life on the ground in your community, and 

make them local. There are precious few pockets in this country where the 

overwhelming majority of the population is both fortunate enough to not have 

to worry about their own needs and benevolent enough to focus their gaze on 

the issues effecting the least among us and the country at large. For everyone 

else, developing a platform is the practice of taking the pulse of the community, 

writing up a report, breaking it down into a small set of succinct points, and 

proposing memorable solutions.  

Unless you’re running for office in a special jurisdiction, like school board or water 

management district, your job is to listen to the concerns of voters, and 

regardless of whether their worries are local, state, or federal, and no matter 

what office you’re seeking, articulate their concerns succinctly and offer the 

solutions that you can realistically provide once elected to the office you’re 

seeking. Be bold, but realistic. Don’t promise universal healthcare if you’re 

running for mayor, and don’t offer nothing but reduced library late fees. As a 

formula, each plank of your platform can be stated as follows:  
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Solution to voters’ concern = current problem – what you will do when you’re in office 

Now for an example. 

Let’s say Jim has been laid off after years at the plant. He had 

worked there since he had finished high school and for decades 

now, he’s had health care coverage and retirement benefits. He 

thought he was set. Now he needs to navigate getting health care 

insurance through the Affordable Care Act, he needs help finding a 

job, and he needs to understand what Social Security and 

Medicare benefits he’ll have in a few years once he is old enough 

to qualify.  

Jim isn’t alone. It’s a familiar story you’ve heard with different details 

and variations since before you decided to run. In fact, it’s one of 

the reasons you decided to run. The decline of manufacturing has 

hit your community hard, and people need lots of help and some 

new ideas. 

The trouble is that you’re running for county council, so your office 

can’t do anything to control federal programs, a private 

company’s broken promises, or the state’s willingness to help with 

things like unemployment insurance. You can’t control those things, 

but you don’t have to in order to be helpful. What Jim and other 

members of your community are telling you is that they need help 

navigating a confusing landscape where they feel bounced 

around like a pinball going from an unemployment line to an 

employment agency to an even more confusing website. You can’t 

control the workings of those different offices or agencies that don’t 

fall under your office’s control, but you can do something about 

your would-be constituents feeling confused and run ragged. 

As a member of the county council, you can use your office to put 

together the resources that people like Jim need to navigate 

finding healthcare, job training, and other essential resources. You 

could add a page to your website that would organize all the 

available resources from different levels of government and from 

non-profit entities and the links to their websites. You could publish a 

one-pager that does the same for older constituents. You may even 

be able to have periodic meetings where you can tell people 

about the resources available to them and how they can make the 

most of what’s available so their needs are met.  
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Far from being powerless or a mismatch, you now have found a 

way to take your community’s concerns and find a solution you can 

make possible in your would-be office. You may not be able to 

make Medicare universal to all citizens regardless of an arbitrary 

age, but you have shown that as an elected official who works in 

the community rather than in Washington, you can actually solve 

the primary issue facing your constituents: getting the runaround. 

 

In our example, we have a hypothetical (though realistic) problem faced by 

constituents, a plan for what you will do while you’re in office, which gives us a 

solution to offer voters now. The question is, how do we convert this formula for 

your future constituents into the right message that your voters need to hear 

now to know that you are the candidate with a plan for them. If this is your 

primary issue, you may make it into a slogan. One possibility for such a slogan 

would be, “The man with a plan for our future.” Another could be “Ready to 

meet YOUR family’s needs.”  

The difficulty here – and the reason why this makes a good real-life example – is 

that offering wraparound services for recently unemployed wage employees 

with benefits is far too specific to fit into a tidy slogan, but simplifying this 

message as we just did risks making it too vague for voters to pick up on your 

meaning. That’s why for a priority that is so complicated, it’s important that you 

frequently discuss the challenge to voters and your proposed solution in 

speeches, Facebook ads, op-eds and video clips. Then your slogan comes into 

play to summarize and encapsulate your message in a tidy sentence or phrase 

that voters will attribute to you when you come to mind.  

Now let’s stay with the same example, but maybe this is not your number one 

priority or the thing that inspired you to run. Maybe voters needing help 

accessing services is something you learned about once you started knocking 

doors or when you first started telling friends and neighbors about your plan to 
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run. What then? It isn’t going to form your slogan, but you still need to speak 

about it so that voters know you care about their concerns. So make it just one 

part of your platform, a talking point and a priority to which you frequently refer 

and discuss with voters at their front door, at town halls, and in the media.  

As a plank of your platform, our example and your solution may look more like 

this: 

A ONE-STOP SHOP FOR THE SERVICES YOU EARNED 

Too many people in our county are getting the runaround. They 

have to go to one place to apply for unemployment, another to 

find employment. Some need to navigate a website to find a 

health plan, and others can’t figure out how to apply for Medicare. 

As your county councilor, I will make my office your one-stop shop 

for constituent services. Working together with local, state, and 

federal agencies, we will get you all the information you need in 

one place, and when you need someone to talk to to figure out 

what you need from your government, there will be only one 

number you have to call: mine. 

As a talking point, you may frame the issue and solution like this: 

People in our county who have worked their whole lives, are getting 

the runaround when all they are looking for are the services they 

earned. That's why I will use my office as a one-stop shop where 

constituents can get the information they need to access 

unemployment insurance, employment agency services, as well as 

help with Healthcare.gov and Medicare signup. 
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Our example has served us well, but now it's time to talk about your platform 

more generally. The important thing about your platform is that it show voters 

what you stand for and give them a sense of what their future will look like when 

you’re in office. In an age of non-stop communication, mass media, and social 

media, your platform is less about pamphleteering and more about giving your 

voters and yourself a quick and easy reference guide to you and your positions. 

If you're a history buff or political junkie, you may think about a platform in terms 

of large, lengthy detailed policy platforms such as those debated and agreed 

upon at party conventions. For your county council or state legislative – or even 

congressional – race, that sort of document won’t help. It’s just too much. 

As an elected official, you won't be able to handle everything, and your 

platform should not make it seem as though you will be all things to all people. 

The office you're seeking almost by definition has limits. It belongs to a certain 

branch of government. It exists within a certain level of government. As the 

person elected to that office, it will not be your job to handle every single sort of 

issue and of course as someone running for office in a defined district, 

municipality, or state, you need to focus on the issues that are of concern to the 

people who will be voting for you. News stories that catch fire across the country 

may not be able to translate into an issue on which your voters will make their 

decision in your election. So don't feel as though everything needs to be a 

priority. In fact, it's just the opposite. In order for certain issues to be priorities in 

your platform, you need to single them out and speak out on them to the 

exclusion of less relevant or less urgent issues.  

There's no magic number when it comes to your platform. Still, less can be more. 

There are indeed single issue voters and single issue candidates, and while all of 

the challenges that your voters face in their daily lives likely cannot be distilled 

into one policy position, it's hard to deny that single issue candidates are well 
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defined and their message clear in the minds of voters. The candidate who 

thumps the podium repeatedly about the same issue clearly stands for 

something, even if it’s only one thing.  

On the other hand, the candidate who has a 35-point plan seems to stand for 

nothing. Of course, it's not true did they stand for absolutely nothing, but 

because they have so much detail and have so many issues of concern, they 

also don’t have priorities. To prioritize an issue necessarily means deprioritizing if 

not omitting others. Sometimes when you’re trying to define yourself and your 

candidacy in the minds of voters, less really can be more. 

Your platform can be anywhere from 1 to 5 priorities, with 3 to 5 being the sweet 

spot. You want to appear well versed in the issues facing your community, but 

not so all-over-the-place as to appear aimless, or even worse, impossible to 

define and categorize in the mind of a voter.  

Of course, there will be times when you appear at a town hall or a forum or a 

debate and a voter approaches you with a question about something that is 

not on your platform. That's OK! You should be well versed in all of the issues 

affecting people in your community, and yes, sometimes there will be issues that 

you do not see coming, issues that may be important to a handful of individuals, 

but that are not in the mainstream of public discourse in your area. Be prepared. 

Know where you stand on issues that did not make the cut for your platform, 

and in scenarios where you are caught off guard, be humble and listen to the 

citizens concerned about this novel issue, show interest, and of course be 

gracious. They will appreciate your humility and your willingness to listen far more 

than they would be impressed by your making up an insincere answer on the 

spot.  
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For your platform, however, stick to the top 3 or so priorities. Again, you may 

have less than 3 or upwards of 5, but keep this list short. Your choice of issues 

should come from the concerns you have been fielding from members of your 

community and from the reasons that gave you the passion to run in the first 

place. Hopefully, and especially if you are in tune with you are voters, these two 

sources of inspiration well overlap with one another.  

Now that we have an idea of the size, scope, and origins of your platform, let's 

try putting together an example. We can build on our previous example of using 

a hypothetical county council office to serve as a one-stop shop for constituent 

services and add in secondary and tertiary priorities to round out a full but 

succinct platform for local office. We’ll title this platform A Brighter Future for 

Williamson County, a fictional county that is the same as we used for the 

example of Jim, the unemployed man who needs help with accessing services.  

We already know that this County has fallen on hard times, that unemployment 

is up, and that people need help getting through tough times and hope for 

economic improvement in the future. Let's also assume that as businesses have 

shuttered, the tax base has diminished as well, which has left the local public 

school system strapped for cash. Now we know that there are three things on 

the top of people's minds in this county. First, the economy is in a slump and is in 

need of revitalization. Second, people who have lived in this county and worked 

for decades now need assistance as they await new jobs or, in the case of older 

workers, reach retirement age. Third, the education system needs a new source 

of funding, or at the very least needs to find innovative ways at home to raise 

standards while confronting a diminished tax base. Now we have the core issues 

that will form the planks of our platform. All we need to do now is write them out 

and for each, set forth our proposed solution the same as we did before. In the 

end, it might look something like the following.  
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A Brighter Future for Williamson County 

 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: 21st Century Jobs for 21st Century Economy 

Our county was once one of the most prosperous in industrial America. We led the way in 

developing the middle class. In recent years however, as manufacturing has declined, our local 

economy has suffered tremendously, and our people have borne the cost of outsourcing and a 

lack of corporate citizenship. 

We cannot go backward, but we can build a local economy that works for the people who live 

here. By investing in cost-effective job training programs, courting new hi-tech businesses, and 

supporting local entrepreneurs dedicated to giving back to their community, we can reverse 

these economic trends and make our county once again a shining example of American 

middle-class prosperity.  

 

EDUCATION: Opportunity Based on Merit, Not Zip Code 

As our local tax base has dwindled, our children have faced devastating cutbacks to their 

schools, which have left them with fewer opportunities for extracurricular activities, sports, and 

the rigorous academics that would otherwise lay their foundation for future success.  

Children are not responsible for the local economy, nor should they bear the brunt of its 

downturns. It's time that we fund our schools more to create greater opportunity for all children, 

regardless of their zip code.  

By offering incentives for new, young, ambitious teachers to join our community, repairing 

existing facilities where possible and rebuilding where necessary, and by calling upon the state 

to fulfill its responsibility to fully fund education, we can guarantee that our children will once 

again have the same opportunities for success as any other children in America  

 

CONSTITUENT SERVICES: A One-Stop Shop for the Services You’ve Earned 

Too many people in our county are getting the runaround. They have to go to one place to 

apply for unemployment, another to find employment. Some need to navigate a website to find 

a health plan, and others can’t figure out how to apply for Medicare. 

As your county councilor, I will make my office your one-stop shop for constituent services. 

Working together with local, state, and federal agencies, we will get you all the information you 

need in one place, and when you need someone to talk to figure out what you need from your 

government, there will be only one number you have to call: mine. 
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Our simple platform has several distinct characteristics. It addresses the top 

three priorities, names the largest concerns that voters in the county are facing, 

and it provides succinct answers to each of those challenges. Notice however, 

that in the latter portion of each platform plank, which is to say, the proposed 

solution we are offering, the language we use is aspirational and short in order 

to give voters an idea of your position without wading into the weeds with 

excessive use of statistics, data, or overly detailed policy.  

Remember the point of this policy platform is not to print it and distribute it for all 

to see; you can put it on a page of your website, but it’s not meant to be the 

primary mode of communication between you and the voters. Rather, this is 

your go-to document, the thing to which you and your team will refer as you 

work with others to develop things such as your stump speech, your direct mail 

pieces, and your digital ads. Now that we have a good handle on putting 

together a brief platform let's move on to the more general issue of branding. 
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Part V 

Visual Branding  

 

Of all the things discussed in this eBook, visual branding may be the most difficult 

to describe and discuss. Branding itself has become a vast topic encompassing 

everything from color schemes and logos to public relations. No matter where 

we draw the outer limits for a discussion on branding, what's clear is that as a 

topic and as a term, it’s certainly expanded since the days of the original brand, 

the identifying mark burned into the flesh of livestock to indicate ownership. 

What hasn’t changed however, is that companies, organizations, and 

campaigns still use an identifying mark to signify themselves to the public, no 

difference then a rancher stamping his initials or family insignia on his cattle.  

For our purposes, “branding” will be defined as anything by which the public 

identifies or classifies you, as well as the totality of all of the various, subtle means 

of communication by which you portray yourself to the public. In short, branding 

or your brand is what comes to mind when voters think of you, from your slogan 

to your logo, to your color scheme, to your tone and your approach to the issues 

and your opponent. It may sound all a little bit silly, and perhaps it is in certain 

sense is, but the important thing to remember is that unless you clearly define 

your brand, you are leaving it to your opponent, your opponent’s supporters, or 

the local media to define you and your campaign in the minds of the voting 

public.  
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If branding were not so important, corporations wouldn’t invest so heavily in it. 

They would not go through the work of hiring designers, consultants, and public 

relations experts to determine the effects of their company’s image on the 

public's perception of them and their products. Campaigns invariably do not 

have the same resources as large companies, nor do they last for decades if not 

generations into the future. They are by definition smaller and more fleeting 

enterprises. Still, campaigns do need to instill an image in the mind of voters and 

evoke certain sentiments when voters hear the name of or see the face of a 

candidate. In the world of retail, there is no doubt that nearly every American 

would associate a bullseye with one particular large retailer. That retailer also 

uses a signature shade of red in which that same bullseye is always colored and 

that is used to decorate all storefronts and that appears invariably in every 

television commercial. Human faces and even the face of an English terrier may 

also grace the television commercials, but the bullseye is omnipresent, 

appearing superimposed around the eye are they smiling dog and always 

alluding nonverbally to the name of the retailer. 

At least at the presidential level, where funding is more abundant and where a 

campaign’s brand must appeal to a national audience, we see the same sort 

of marketing at work. Let's take for example the campaign of President Obama 

and his eponymous organization, the Obama foundation. In just the logo, we 

see several influential elements at work, such as the shape of the letter O, taken 

obviously from the name of the candidate. “O” is written in the blue of the 

Democratic Party, and in particular a cooler, softer blue. At the bottom of the 

“O” we see the stripes of the American flag grafted over a curved horizontal 

plane, evoking a rolling field or hill. Viewed over this field or hill, the “O” does not 

just appear to be a letter, but a rising sun, an image that brings feelings 

happiness, light, and new beginnings. In one image, we have appeals to the 
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candidate’s name, the flag, a new day in American politics, and a cooler, 

gentler approach to governance. 

Does any of this matter? Well, let’s just say that you shouldn’t take a break from 

fundraising or knocking on doors to worry about it, but to the extent that you 

want to build name ID as a candidate, having an image that will pop up in the 

minds of voters when they hear of you or see your name can’t hurt – especially 

when the day comes and they see your name on the ballot. As we've already 

noted, it's so important that you are voters identify you on terms that you set 

rather than those set by your opponent or third parties. Use your brand to define 

yourself, don't let the last thing you said or even gaffes from months ago tell 

people who you are. 

There are several aspects of your brand that we will discuss in the pages below. 

Remember however, that your brand is your entire image, the totality of the 

public's perception of you in their minds. Anything that you say or do that is not 

in keeping with your brand and the image you wish to portray of yourself is 

effectively off message and will only serve to detract from the power of your 

brand. So choose wisely, cultivate a vision of your campaign your message and 

yourself that you can stick with through the duration of the race up to Election 

Day and beyond. Be authentic. None of this is about putting up a false facade 

to cover yourself; it’s about distilling who you are, how you will serve, and what 

you stand for.  

 

Logos  

As we already discussed, logos serve as an image visual representation of 

something or things that you want the public to feel when they see it. In the 
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private sector example of our national retailer, it is a bold color and a bullseye 

graphic that plainly represents a synonym for the name of the business. In our 

example of president Obama's campaign and his foundation, it was a package 

of several ideas encompassing the candidate himself, his style of coolness and 

gentleness, a new sense of patriotism and hope for a better tomorrow. 

Unless you are planning to mount a run for the White House, in which case I 

would highly recommend seeking more competent and personal assistance 

than can be found in the pages of this eBook, you will not need to invest so 

heavily in a logo. In all likelihood, your logo will be something that will appear on 

lawn signs, perhaps some larger format signs if they fit into your budget and are 

practical in the area in which you are running, and on the pages of your 

campaign website. Don't waste weeks pulling your hair out over not having 

something as all-encompassing yet memorable as something Barack Obama 

had. Instead, follow some of the pointers below and confer with your team to 

get a rough idea of what you need for your own race. 

• Be authentic. If you are running on a message of unity and a brighter 

future, an image of a raised fist or a logo printed in solid blood red is going 

to conflict with your message right off the bat. Think of something that will 

parallel and reinforce how you speak what you are saying what you stand 

for and your reason for running.  

• Don't worry if you can't find a way to encapsulate your message in the 

form of a graphic. That's a very tall order. Instead, you can you some 

suggestions below as other starting points for your logo. 

o Stylized initials. If you are struggling to put together something 

based on your message, there's no need to worry. Even Barack 

Obama's campaign used his last initial as a starting point for his 

logo. Let's say your concern is the cost of prescription drugs in your 
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area or in your state. That is pretty hard to put into a graphic without 

crossing the line into cheesiness with a cartoon image of a pill bottle 

or the like. But what if you are running for office and your name is 

Rebecca Xavier. Don't make up a new graphic from scratch, but 

stylize the letters RX and you'll have a logo that both speaks to your 

main issue and evokes your name. 

o Abstract forms. This is tricky but it can be helpful when having a and 

otherwise specific graphic or stylize initials aren't the right fit for you. 

Using an abstract form artfully styled with the colors of your 

campaign can serve as a calling card and something that can 

appear between your first and last name on your lawn signs, on 

your website, and elsewhere.  

o Local and regional symbols. Many states and localities identify with 

certain geographical features, animals, weather phenomena, or 

other mascots. This can be helpful for you but a bit tricky in its own 

right. If choosing to use an emblem that represents your community, 

the challenge will be finding a way through graphic design and 

your campaigns color scheme to make it your own. Using a Green 

Mountain range over your name might appeal to voters in Vermont, 

but it's also the same graphic design used by countless companies 

and candidates in the Green Mountain state. Work with your 

consultant and graphic designer to adapt local imagery to you and 

your campaign. 

o No logo at all. It is possible to skip having a logo, however you 

should have something visual to represent your campaign and 

have it stand out in signage on the Internet and elsewhere. If you 

choose to forgo a logo, you’ll need to work with a designer to stylize 
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your name as it is written, and develop a typeface, set of colors, 

and layout, perhaps with a shape or two so that your name stands 

out and is a part of and indeed the visual in capsulation of your 

brand. In reality however this really is simply making a logo from your 

name.  

 

Color Schemes 

Like your logo, your color scheme should not take up too much of your time. It 

should however stand for it should however be in keeping with your message 

and your style. If you are a soft spoken candidate focusing on local issues, the 

most crimson of red and the most cobalt of blue with bold block lettering may 

not be entirely your style. When running for federal office, there really are only 3 

color choices: red white and blue – although the 2020 Presidential candidates 

are breaking with this convention. At the state and local level however, you are 

much freer to choose your own colors. In some places, where there is a great 

deal of pride and affection for local heraldry or the state flag, such as in 

Maryland, it’s common to incorporate the colors of that flag into campaign 

materials. There’s no problem doing that, however you should work with a 

graphics person to stylize your colors, working with hues and shadows to make 

the colors your own. 

Typically speaking, two is the right number of colors for a campaign. For certain 

types of printing, such as with yard signs, having a full pallet of colors like 

photographs or having more than 2 colors can drastically increase printing 

costs. What's more, having so many colors that none of them stand out can in 

fact take away from the visual appeal of your graphics. Colors can be seen like 

visual priorities; If you have too many of them, you don't have any at all. Check 
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with your union print shop and confirm this, but typically two color printing does 

not include white. In other words, your yard signs could be printed with a field of 

dark green, a border of gold, and your name superimposed in bright white with 

no additional cost.  

Your colors should remain consistent across platforms, meaning that the same 

colors that appear on your yard signs, bumper stickers, and lapel pins should be 

the same used in the design of your website and your logo. Additionally, any 

shareable graphics that you put out on social media should use those same 

colors as borders backgrounds for texts, and any other decoration to photos 

shared online. The idea is consistency. If you are not using the same color 

scheme in the palm cards you put in voters hands, in the signs you put in 

supporters yards, on the graphics you share, and on the website from which you 

put forth your message online and to raise funds, then you do not have a color 

scheme at all, but are rather playing around with colors. Use your colors 

consistently and allow them to work for you by tying together your presence in 

the field, your presence at community events, and your presence online in the 

minds of your voters. 

 

A word about photography 

These days, everything online (or at least most things) are photograph-driven. 

Websites have gone from being arranged as framed and outlined pages to 

being stylized like a glossy magazine page, with high resolution photographs 

driving the content and overlaid text playing an understated and secondary 

role. No matter what kind of website, direct mail pieces, and/or pamphlets you 

decide on, having good photos on hand is arguably the most effective way 
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your campaign can make itself look professional, approachable, and ready 

both on paper and on screen.  

Before launching your site or printing anything, make sure you have several high 

quality, in focus, high resolution professional photos ready to go. You don't need 

hundreds, but having several photos from a photo shoot that can be used and 

reused on different platforms is important. Find a local photographer, get your 

friends, family, and supporters together and schedule a photo shoot. In 

particular, make sure you have at least a few of you walking alongside 

supporters talking and laughing, as well as some of you approaching supporters 

talking to them about your candidacy and your platform.  

Do not use the tired, old posed shots of the candidate standing alone turned 

away from the camera at a 45 degree angle with head turned back toward the 

camera lens and arms crossed in front of the chest. This does not look like a 

power pose. It looks like a silly photo taken at a department store. It also doesn’t 

portray a friendly and approachable candidate who is in touch with the 

people, but rather a standalone professional who is trying to take charge. That’s 

great if you’re a litigator posing for photographs on your firm's website, but not 

ideal for someone who wants to serve their constituents. 

These hi-res, high quality, professional shots are not a replacement for the social 

media pictures you will be sharing over the course of the campaign. The two 

should never be used to replace one another. Snapshots taking quickly by an 

amateur should not be used as the high resolution banner on a campaign 

website or on the front of an 8.5” x 11” piece of direct mail that costs thousands 

of dollars. Nor should you need professional photographs every single time you 

appear with supporters at a local event and share the image on Facebook, 

Twitter, and Instagram.  
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Recap 

By the end of this eBook, you should have a decent idea up how to distil your 

ideas into a positive message that you can put out into the public square. You 

should also be able to work through the issues you care about the most, mold 

them into campaign priorities, and express solutions for them in a succinct 

manner that you can frame and write out as your platform. Now you should also 

have the tools you need to define yourself and your campaign through not only 

your messaging, but also through visual branding that mirrors and reinforces your 

attitude, your tone, your reason for running, and your positions. 

Give your messaging plenty of thought. Take your time, preferably before you 

start campaigning in earnest, and get clear on your reasons for running, where 

you derive your passion from, and what you are ready to tell your voters you will 

do for them once you’re in office. This is so important. Again, getting on and 

staying on message is not just about acting like a politician; it’s about knowing 

what you stand for, why you’re running, and being ready to engage with your 

opponents, your voters, and your strongest supporters on the issues that affect 

your community. No one wants to vote for someone who comes across as not 

getting it. They want someone who understands them and who knows what 

they’re facing in their daily lives. When you meet your voters where they’re at 

and tell them your story in a way that shows them you understand where they're 

coming from, they’ll know you’re the candidate who gets it. 
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BONUS: 

Your Campaign Branding Workbook 
 

Your Story 

Is your story about □ your origin, □ your past service, □ your experience in 

business or as a parent? Check one or fill in something different here: 

_______________________________________.  

 

How does your story begin? Think where, when, and under what circumstances. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What were the challenges you overcame? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What did you learn from your experiences? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

And how does that prepare you for the job you’re running for? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Your slogan: 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your platform 

What are the top concerns facing your community that you are running to 

confront? 

1. ________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What do you see as being the root cause of each challenge? For example, if 

voter concern number one is education, do you diagnose the concern as one 

about a lack of funding, trouble hiring new teachers, or a question of equity 

across the district? 

1. ________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What is your proposed solution for each? These will be your positions. 

1. ________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. ________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your logo 

What elements are important for you in a logo? Are you looking for a 

memorable shape, a reference to local lore, or do you want to work with colors 

and layout to make a logo out of your name? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Which consultant or member of your staff is responsible for the completion of 

your logo? This is not worth the candidate’s own valuable time to oversee. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Who is the graphic designer who you will use for your logo? When design is 

affordable and technology abundant, there is no excuse for using something 

homemade – it will not reflect well on the campaign. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Once your logo is completed, do you have it available for your team, printer 

and consultant in the following formats? 

□.eps (scalable vector format print shops can use to make your signage) 

□.png (portable networks graphic that supports transparent backgrounds) 

□.jpg (for everyday use) 
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Do you have alternate versions, such as white lettering on campaign colors and 

campaign color lettering on white or transparent background? □ yes □ no 

Where are the original files going to be kept during the campaign? 

 

Your color scheme 

How would you describe your affect and tone in just a few words? 

1. ____________________ 

2. ____________________ 

3. ____________________ 

 

What is the tone of your campaign? 

_________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What is the feeling you would like people to have when they think of you and 

what you stand for? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Is the same staff member or consultant and the same graphic designer 

responsible for your color scheme as for your logo? □ yes □ why not? 

___________________________ 

 

For digital use, what is the RGB and HEX codes for your colors? 

Color 1    Color 2 

Red  ____   Red  ____ 

Green ____   Green ____ 

Blue  ____   Blue  ____ 
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HEX ____   HEX ____ 

 

For print use, what are the CMYK codes? You personally do not need know 

these or the RGB and HEX codes for that matter. Your consultant, campaign 

manager, and printer will need to have them however so that the blue on your 

billboard matches the blue on your homepage and isn’t just “dark blue”. 

Color 1    Color 2 

Cyan  ____   Cyan  ____ 

Magenta  ____   Magenta ____ 

Yellow ____   Yellow ____ 

Black  ____   Black  ____ 
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Conclusion 

 

We hope you’ve enjoyed this eBook and learned a thing or two you can use to 

make your campaign successful. If you’d like to talk more about any of the 

topics covered in this eBook or if there’s anything you think you may need a 

hand with on your campaign, feel free to reach out to us at 

info@defiancestrategies.com or at 410.371.7274.  

Good luck and share this eBook with friends and colleagues! 


